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Abstract
Most WWW-servers use the operating system's native file system for storing the HTML
documents, their embedded images and the CGI-scripts. This access mechanism works fine for
direct access, but is ill suited for finding documents containing certain information, especially
if the query includes a request for specific structural elements. In this paper we propose a server
architecture with the following properties:

•
•

The server uses an object oriented database for storing documents.
The internal (HTML) structure of the documents is stored and can be used for retrieving
information.
The server allows a smooth transition from the file system based approach to the database
approach.

This server architecture has been implemented using the CERN HTTPD server and the Ode
database system.
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Introduction

The World Wide Web (yVWW or Web) [BL94] is an open, distributed information system that
lets groups of people share information. Documents on WWW are structured by means of tags
in HTML (the HyperText Markup Language). An important concept in the World Wide Web is
the link. Links embody relations between documents. Users normally jump from one piece of
information to another by following links. Such links may exist within a document, from one
section to another, between related documents on a single server, or between documents on
different servers, located anywhere on Internet. In hypertext terminology, the Webis one large
hyperdocument of nodes and links. Documents are nodes, but may themselves be small
hyperdocuments, linking different sections within a single document together.
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Th~ pr~cess of following links is the one and only mechanism to find documents on the Web.
This umform ~ccess mechanism is at the same time a very strong point of the World Wide Web,
and al~o a I_UaJor weakness. ~arge search engines such as Alta Vista and Lycos are continuously
foll_owmg lmks on the Web m ord~r to create a database of all existing Web documents. Despite
their enormous effort, these engmes can never guarantee to contain information on all Web
d?cuments, because it may n_ot be pos~ible to reach all documents by following links from a
giVen set of documents, even If that set Is very large and well-distributed over the entire world.

Traditional Web servers treat each document as being independent. They ignore any internal
structure a document may have. They are also unaware of the links between documents. Our
approach is to treat an entire WWW server or cluster of servers as a single hyperdocument.
Hence queries are evaluated against this whole hyperdocument by default. When asking for
documents with a certain content, the position of a document in the server space (i.e. the links
that have to be followed in order to reach the document) has no influence on whether it will
appear in the answer or not. This is unlike some well-known search engines such as WebCrawler
and InfoSeek Guide, that only return documents that are not more than a few links away from a
document in the initial set they start navigating from.

The access mechanis~ of the W~b canno_t support associative retrieval, such as searching for
documents on the ba_sis of some mformatwn on their contents, such as a set of keywords. The
large databases, mentiOned above, provide some limited retrieval functionality. The Web is too
large to put ~I ~oc_umen~s of the whole world in a single database. The existing search engines
manage their hrruted disk space by extracting only a subset of the data contained in each
document. Because most users wish to find documents based on a textual description such as a
few keywords the dat~bases concentrate on the textual contents and ignore the HTML structure
of the documents, which means they also ignore the link structure between the documents.
Several atte~pts have been made to add databases to WWW servers or clusters of servers in
or~er to provide better search facilities on the information contained in these servers or clust~rs.
Ghi_Upse [GL94] provides indexing a~ the s~rver level. Harvest [SW94] extends Glimpse to offer

retneval over a s~t of servers. Tools hke Glimpse are better at indexing a www server than the
large search engmes because they have access to all documents on the server through the file
system. They do not have to rely on the link structure between the documents being completely
connecte~. However, these tools build a (searcheable) database from the documents. The
database IS not really a part of the WWW server. The database has to be rebuilt periodically in
order to reflect changes to the documents on the WWW server.
In this paper we propose to pursue an alternate track, following a suggestion in [BR94] and
[GL94]:

Acce~s to information under control of a certain server, through a query, should be
provzded by that server, not by search engines or remote overviews.
We follow ~s sugges~on closely by completely integrating the search database and the WWW

serv~r, and Implementmg the server by means of an existing database system. The advantages

of this approach are:

• All info_rmation o~ the Y!WW s~rver, including both content and structure, is always
automatically ~d Immediately available through the query interface of the database.
The search facility need not involve any space overhead. (Additional index structures may
be added however to improve query performance.)
Authorizatio~, transaction and concurrency management are better integrated in database
systems than m most WWW (actually HTTP) servers.
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An important approach to enhancing the WWW architecture by means of database technology
and new protocols is the Hyper-G project [AK95] (now called HyperWave).
Hyper-G has a richer structure, but can reduce documents to HTML in order to serve them to
WWW browsers. We take a different approach by keeping the WWW architecture, but building
the server on top of an object oriented database system. The advantage of object oriented
databases over other (mostly relational) database systems
is their openness and their ability to store hypertexts (and structural fragments thereof) as
objects. Furthermore, our implementation offers a gradual migration path from traditional WWW
server to object oriented database, by means of a dual-mode server that can serve documents
from the file system as well as from the database.
When the information is stored in an OODB all facilities supported by the OODBMS become
available to the WWW -server. For instance, one can use the database to build
a context for supporting cooperative work processes [BA95], [BHST95], or use its facilities for
concurrency control to resolve conflicts when several users want to work on the same piece of
information. At present [BHST95] uses a versioning system on top of the file system to support
collaboration.

In this paper we report on the development of a WWW server which is integrated with the Ode
object oriented database system [AG89a], [GE91], a database system made freely available to
universities by AT&T Bell Laboratories (now called Lucent Technologies).
To make the approach more widely useful we decided to use the CERN HTTP server as the frontend to the Web. Two versions of our server are made: one that uses a completely unmodified
CERN server, and one that uses a slightly modified server for improved efficiency. The storage
of the internal structure of documents has been implemented completely, and a crude query
interface has been made available. A masters student is currently working on a more efficient and
powerful query system by adding appropriate indexes and optimizations.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we discuss the structure of the database.
We describe the tools needed to store and retrieve the WWW documents. We will concentrate
mostly on HTML documents, as we don't analyze the internals of images, video or sound files
(yet). Section 3 addresses coupling the WWW server to the database.
We describe how we enable the smooth transition from a file system based WWW server to the
Ode based server. Finally we will compare our approach with some related work and comment
on open problems and issues we want to address in the near future.
17
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2

Storing hypertext in a database

When we replace the file system by a database, we have to make sure that this replacement is
transparent to the WWW client. Our aim is therefore to add functionality to the system in such
a way that the system keeps functioning as before and requires as little change to the existing
serv~r software as possible (preferably none at all). We will first look at the requirements in
detail and then at the data structures needed for the added functionality.

2.1

WWWSe:rve.r

WWWClient

Internet

Requirements

Documents on a WWW server are located by specifying their URL (Uniform Resource Locator).
A URL refers ~o a file on the file system of the server machine. The file can represent a text
document, an tmage or other multimedia item or even a program, called a CGI (Common
Gateway Interface)-script. Access is provided on a 'one file at a time' basis.
When one wants to search the entire server's file system for some specific information, one has
to start a search program (possibly through a CGI-script) that identifies all eligible files and then
processes each one of them. The answer can be used directly or, alternatively, an index database
can be generated first, which can then be queried many times, for different information. Such a
database is sub-optimal for two reasons: it generates space overhead because it is completely
separate from the documents on the server, and it must be updated explicitly each time
d~cuments are added to, deleted from or modified on the server. This situation is depicted in
Ftgure 1, where we see WWW -clients, communicating with the WWW server over the Internet.
The WWW server communicates with the Unix File Server (in case it is running in a Unix
environment) to access the file system.

Figure 1. The traditional situation: file system support for a WWW server.
The search program determines the support for searching that is offered. The more support one
wants, the more complex the search program will become. However, the problems of supporting
arbitrary questiol)s have been investigated extensively already in the context of databases and
information retrieval systems. Therefore, writing search programs for file system based WWW
servers is like reinventing the wheel. We are better off using the query facilities offered by
database and information retrieval systems.
When storing documents in a database, we have to keep several issues in mind. Documents on
a WWW server generally have a hypertext structure. This structure can be internal (links between
sections) or external (links between documents) . When storing the whole hyperdocument in a
database, the separate documents must be preserved transparently, so the functionality of the
WWW server remains unaffected. In fact, the storage mode should also be transparent to the user.
Many WWW servers have a large number of authors. Some of them may be opposed to a new
server architecture that is not I 00% transparent to them or their readers. Therefore we added the
following requirements:
The database system should reproduce the HTML source of each document intact, and not
just return a syntactically equivalent document. This requirement means that differences
between uppercase and lowercase in HTML tags must be preserved, as well as tabs, spaces
and new-lines, and the order of attributes to tags.
After moving documents to the database system they must still be identified by means of their
original address (URL).
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. slotted pages. In HTML documents the structural elements are typically_ very small, whi~e
luded images or other multimedia objects are typically large. Large obJects are stored m
me ents of a suitable number of pages, according to a buddy
segm ob"~ec ts rnay become ,small ones' and vice versa. This transitiOn IS handled transparently to
Large
the applications.

~n

WWWClient

~~ste~.

EOS offers various locking mechanisms to support concurrency co ntrol and transactions.

2.3

Data structure for HTML documents

The data structure we have designed needs to support the various kin~s of querying we intend
to do This means that is it has to support queries with respect to the mternal structure a~d th~
textu~ content of a document, and also to the link structure between document~. The design o
this data structure went through several stages. We only present the final design. We use the
notation of OJ\1T [RU91].
Ode
OODB

Figure 2. The new situation: OODB support for a WWW server

In Figure 2 database support for the WWW server is included in the system. The WWW server
communicates via a Toolkit with the database server in order to access the database. The Toolkit
is introduced to keep the changes to the server software to an absolute minimum (possibly zero).
It also forms the interface between the database server and the file system, for the purpose of,
for instance, moving documents from the file system to the database. The WWW server remains
able to access the file system, either directly or through the Toolkit.
2.2

contains

contains

The Ode database system

In our research project we have chosen for Ode (Object Database and Environment) [AG89a],
[GE91], [AR95], an object oriented database system, made freely available to universities by
AT&T Bell Laboratories (now called Lucent Technologies).
The most important programming interface to the Ode database is the programming language
0++ [AG89b], [AG93], which adds persistence to C++. A database consists of persistent objects,
each having a unique object identifier (oid). Persistent objects are treated in application
programs, and stored in the database. They survive the termination of the application program.
The interaction between the persistent objects and the non-persistent (volatile) C++-objects in
the application program is kept transparent for the programmer by an object manager.
Ode uses EOS [BI91], [BI92] as storage manager. EOS is based on a client/server model.
Application programs can act as clients, requesting objects from the database. EOS then acts as
an object server, fetching objects from its buffer or from the database. A distinction is made
between large (i.e. larger than a memory page of 4Kbyte) and small objects. The latter are stored

Figure 3. OMT diagram for the data structure used in the Ode based server.
As can be seen in Figure 3, a document consists of text blocks, internal and e~ternallinks, and
(other) HTML tags describing the internal structure. The internal and external hnks are sep~~~d
out to speed up searching for link s~·uctur~s (within a document or between documents . e
"descendants" of tags describe the hierarchical structure of HTML
. "
"
d
documents (e.g. a <BODY> tag is a descendant of the <HTML> tag), while_ b_rothers are use
to store sequences of tags within one structural element (e.g. paragraphs withm the body).
The data model in Figure 3 also distinguishes plain text documents from other (larg~) d~ta files
like images and sound, in order to enable searching through text documents. Searchmg m other
media types is cunently not implemented.
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2.4

Parser

HTML documents are parsed on insertion to separate the structural information from the text.
Our first consideration was, of course, to make use of an existing SGML parser, for instance the
SGMLS parser [CL95]. Such a parser can be adapted for parsing HTML-documents by making
the HTML Data Type Definition available to it. This works fine for HTML-documents which
fully comply with the DTD.

by making these documents searchable (albeit in a limited way) the incentive for moving
documents to the database is diminished. Therefore we decided not to use OdeFS. The query
facility only works on the information stored as objects in the database.
There are two main possibilities for implementing access to the database: using the Common
Gateway Interface (CGI) or modifying the WWW (HTTP) server code.

3.1
When we tried to apply this technique to the WWW server of our department we found that a
large percentage of the HTML documents (written by many different authors) do not comply with
this DTD. Almost all of these syntax errors usually go unnoticed because browsers (Mosaic,
Netscape Navigator, Microsoft Internet Explorer, ... ) are very forgiving and try to guess what the
syntactically wrong documents should have been. With these browsers there is no penalty for
not including HTML- HEAD-, BODY-, or some P-tags, and there are several tags that don't exist
in the HTML definition (not even the latest 3.2 standard) but that have meaning for these
browsers and are therefore used by many authors. The SGMLS parser does not accept incorrect
documents. This implies that in order to use the SGMLS parser a large number of documents
would have to be modified before storing them in the database. In keeping with our aim to
reproduce a document exactly as it was written (including syntax errors), we decided not to use
SGMLS but to write our own forgiving parser.
We constructed the parser on the basis of the HTML 2.0 DTD. (This will soonbe upgraded to
HTML 3.2.) The parser produces the tag-tree we need for storage and identifies the references,
on the basis of the HREF- and NAME-attributes of the anchor (A) tag. The main requirement
imposed on an HTML-document is that order of the
tags complies with the HTML DTD syntax. Optional elements may be omitted and tags, not
recognized on the basis of the DTD 2.0 are currently treated as plain text. Also, the occurrence
of (plain) text is not restricted to the locations allowed by the DTD. This leads to a parser, which
accepts many incorrect documents, but is still able to extract the structural elements needed to
support the querying we have in mind.

3

Coupling Ode and a Web Server

In this section we look into the mechanism used to pass requests for files and queries through the
server to either the database system or the file system. The file system is still needed for
documents that have not (yet) been moved from the "old" server to the new one. In order to be
able to use the same URL before or after moving a document to the database, the old and new
server are actually one and the same program.
Access to the file system could be guided through the object oriented database system by means
ofOdeFS [GE94]. OdeFS provides a UNIX file system type interface to Ode that would allow
one to access and manipulate database objects with the standard Unix file-system commands
such as cp, mv, rm, grep and vi. The advantage of using OdeFS is that some limited searching
could be done on the documents not yet fully integrated into the database. A disadvantage is that
22

Access using CGI scripts

When given a URL the server will look in the file system for the corresponding file. Some of the
URL' s refer to executable programs, called CGI scripts, that perform actions for the servers, such
as accessing a database. They return the result of the action (for instance a set of records) as an
HTML document. They give this result to the server, which passes it on to the client who
submitted the request. In our case the URL may contain, apart from a reference to an executable
program, an ordered list of input parameters for the executable program.
When a client requests a document that is stored as an object in the database a CGI script may
be used to redirect the request to the database and fetch the document. There are two ways of
implementing this access using CGI scripts. Let's assume we wish to serve a document
documentl .html, which is normally stored in the Unix file system. Normally the document has
a URL like
http://www .win.tue.nVdocdir/document l.html
but when we move the document into the database, that URL may become one of the following,
depending on the implementation:
http://www.win.tue.nVcgi-bin!GetDoc?documentl .html
This would be the URL used to serve the document through the CGI script GetDoc, using
the CGI method of parameter passing (with either the HTTP GET or PUT method). This
implementation has the disadvantage that the use of a CGI script is not transparent. When
moving documents into the database, their URL changes, and it becomes obvious that
they are served through a CGI script.
http://www.win.tue.nl/docdir/document l.html
The original URL can be preserved when the CGI script is renamed to "docdir", and the
server is configured to treat "/docdir" as a script. The path to the document is no longer
passed according to the CGI convention, but through an environment variable .
PATH_TRANSLATED, provided by the courtesy of the WWW server. This method has
the disadvantage that all documents in the file system tree below /docdir must be must
be handled by the CGI script. The CGI-script may still decide to serve some documents
from the file system, and others from the database. However, the access control
mechanism provided by the server will no longer work for the documents that remain in
23
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the file system, and the overhead of calling a CGI-script to serve documents from the file
system may slow the server down considerably.
The main advantage of using CGI scripts is that there is no need to modify the WWW server
software. When serving documents through CGI scripts the object oriented database can be used
with all existing WWW servers. This advantage may in some cases outweigh the cost of more
powerful server hardware which is needed to compensate for the overhead in calling a CGI script
for every request.

3.2

Modifying the server code

When examining the source code for the CERN server we found that the CGI-script mentioned
in the previous subsection could be avoided by making only a minor change in the source code.
The elimination of a CGI-script could improve the efficiency of the server and eliminate the need
to move entire directory trees to the database at once.
The server modification described below only alters the access to the documents. The server's
access control mechanism continues to work for all documents, whether they are stored in the
database or on the file system. This makes it possible to first move documents to the database,
thereby improving their searchability, and worry about new access control mechanisms later.
Our aim was to change as little server code as possible. No 0++ code was introduced in the
server itself. Doing so could have proved problematic because of the incompatibility of the
compilers used for compiling the CERN server and the 0++ compiler needed for the 0++ code.

char kind = ' f ' ; I* f = file p =pipeline *I
if (stat_info.st_size != 0)
FILE *fp = fopen ( localname , "r ") ;
else
{

kind = 'p';
char htmcmd[strlen(localname)+6];
strcpy (htmcmd, ". IGts") ;
strcat(htmcmd, localname);
FILE *fp = popen(htmcmd, "r");
· ·
1 co d e to read data remains here *
I* or1g1na
if (kind== 'f' )
fclose ( fp) ;
else
pclose ( fp);

This code first checks to see if the file is empty (see below). If the file is no~ empty (see bel~w~,
. . f tched from the file system and is returned to the server. If the file IS found empty, It IS
Jtr~:u~ed to be in the database and a pipe is opened to the "Gts" program that accesses the
~atabase. In our first prototype the "Gts" program is actually implement~d as . .
.
a small shell script (Gts) and an O++ program (gts), but the shell script w1ll be elmunated m the
next version in order to achieve better performance.

When the WWW server wants to read a file on the Unix file system it normally just opens a file.
In the WWW server code this happens in the following way:

FILE *fp = fopen ( localname, " r ");
I* code to read data here *I
fclose(fp);
Localname is the filename of the document, completed by prefixing it with the path from the
document root. This code is replaced with the code below, which opens a pipe to a small program
that gets the data stream from the Ode database.

WWWSe.rve:c
data

WWWClit.nt

Internet

filename
DB-cmd's
Gts

data

Figure 4. WWW server-Ode server coupling
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3.3.2 Storage and retrieval of documents
The modification to the CERN server, described above, is sufficient to transparently support
database access. The empty files on the file system provide a simple means to enable the CERN
server to determine whether a document exists or not without accessing the database first. If the
file is not empty it is served from the file system (again without accessing the database). This
approach not only guarantees transparency, but also that performance for documents not yet
stored in the database remains unaffected.
The CERN server's authorization mechanisms can be used to verify access rights for documents
on the file system and in the database. But by removing access control information from the file
system one can delegate access control to the Ode server (but only for documents stored in the
database, of course).
The modification to the CERN server, as well as the CGI-based approach described in the
previous subsection, only affects fetching documents. Many WWW servers also contain CGIscripts for delivering information, for instance based on what a user enters in a form, or for
handling clickable images. In our current prototype it is not possible to store CGI-scripts in the
database. The server's configuration file determines which filenames correspond to CGI-scripts.
Thus, the CERN server determines that a request refers to a CGI-script without accessing the
database. The use of CGI-scripts is therefore unaffected by the introduction of the Ode database.
The hybrid approach described above explains why the Toolkit drawn in Figure 2 communicates
with both the file system and the database.

3.3

The Toolkit

For moving documents from the file system to the database and back or manipulating them in
other ways several utilities have been constructed:

str <filename> <destination>
.
stores documents in the database. str is a shell script, which computes on the bas1s of
the destination the URL of the file. This URL is passed as a p_ararneter to _the 0++
program s tr which parses and stores the document.. An empty file lS created w1th name
destination for the purpose of existence checkin_g and _access control.
rename <current URL> <new URL> <new dest1nat1o~>
.
changes the name of a document in the database and mod1fies all references to 1t
accordingly (including the empty file).
del <URL>
d
b
f
deletes a document from the database, an action which can be un one y means o
executing the undel program:
undel <URL>
· th d l ti
shows a user all documents in the database marked as deleted. By removmg e e e onmark the document becomes available again.
refresh
,
d' Af
hi
f n
reclaims the storage space occupied by documents marked ~elete . ter t s opera 1o
no such documents exist anymore until the next del-operatiOn.
gts <URL>
.
retrieves the particular document from the database and sends 1t to standard output.
gtsf <URL> <filename>
.
.
retrieves the particular document from the database and sends 1t to the file w1th name
filename.

The Toolkit contains a number of small programs that support various aspects of the coupling
of the server to the database. We11 discuss them briefly in the following sections.

3.3.1

Because the database knows the link structure between all its documents it can chan~e links when
documents are renamed, and warn users of links still pointing to documents they w1sh to delete.

WWW server - Ode interaction
3.3.3

The actual coupling of the WWW server to the database consists of two small utilities. The first,
Gts, is a shell script translating the filename to the corresponding URL. This shell script is
specific for a particular installation and contains the host name and port number of the server.

Searching based on keywords

To support querying based on keywords and tags, a set of forms has been created which allow
the user to search for either keywords, or tags, or a combination of both. An example of such a
form is given in Figure 5.

The script launches an 0++ program, gts, which receives the URL as a parameter and actually
retrieves the document from the database. This utility is generic and does not depend on the
server. (In the future we will eliminate the shell script for performance reasons.)
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Start node:

The OODB is an emerging technology, that is not yet in widespread usage. However, using an
OODB has several advantages.

Depth of search:

An OODB allows us to make an object oriented model of a document that makes the internal
structure and the link structure explicit and allows us to access these structures. Using this
strUcture one can, for instance, distinguish between words occurring in a chapter or section title
of a document and words occurring in plain text. Search engines, such as Lycos and Alta Vista,
don't have this ability.
Words occurring in a title may provide a better (and faster) criterium to locate a document of
interest, than words occurring just any place in a document. This way one is able to reduce the
uncertainty whether a document containing certain keywords is of relevance.

Search For:
Worcll:

Word2:

Secondly, we do not have to restrict ourselves to storing just HTML-documents. By storing
something in the database it becomes possible to treat it as an object, with its own object model
and access methods. An application of this idea is to enhance our object model to provide more
elaborate support for querying than what is provided by the first prototype. One line of work to
be done is to investigate which object model is needed to support which classes of more general
types of queries efficiently.

Worcl3:

Tag:l:

Tag2:

Tag3:

I!!! I
!clear aiiJ /!evaluate form}
Figure 5. A Form for queries combining tags and keywords

The forms make use of 0++ programs that traverse the text -part of the database or the ta -trees
or that use the tag-trees to identify text-blocks that satisfy some tag-conditions and that c~ntain
some or all of the keywords.
'

4

Conclusions and future work

In t~is .paper we have presented an approach for providing OODB support for WWW
apphcatiOns. A prototype Implementation has been constructed in which the 00 database system
Ode replaces the fil~ system. as document store. The present implementation runs under Solaris
?n a ~un w?rkstatiOn. Portmg the prototype to other platforms for which Ode is available
m~~u~ng '":'mdows-NT: sho~ld not be difficult, because a version of our implementation exist~
wEtRNc reqmres no ~odtficatiOn to the WWW server. (Hence it does not require the use of the
C
server used m our prototype.)

Using a database system for storing files can make document management easier. One can
(locally) prevent the breaking of links. To do this the utilities used to move or modify documents
need to keep the links up to date in the process. Because documents are only available through
the utilities in our Toolkit, breaking links by manipulating documents can be prevented. One can
also use the indexing facilities offered by the database system to speed up retrieval. By
integrating the maintenance of the indexes with the utilities for moving and modifying documents
one can make the indexes reflect the actual contents of the database. This is in line with the
position taken in section 1. It is clear that moving or modifying documents carries a certain
overhead.
Our approach will therefore be better suited for situations, where updates are not too frequent,
such as document retrieval and multi user publishing (see below).
The database system provides persistence, authorization and concurrency control at the object
level. These features can be used to provide better support for our DReSS system [BA95] for
multi-user publishing on the Web. At present DReSS allows only one user to check out a
document for editing, because the document is smallest atomic unit on a file system based server.
Since in the database we split up documents into a number of smaller objects, the locking
mechanism can be applied at a more fine grained level than the document level, leading to more
possibilities to allow concurrent authoring. DReSS uses an authorization mechanism is to restrict
access to a specific group of authors, again at the document level. In the database it becomes
possible to specify which structural part of a document may be modified by which author. This
may enable some users to add outgoing links to documents without allowing them to modify the
text of the documents in any way.
The usefulness of object-oriented ideas and technology has been exploited already in several
places. For example, Ingham et al. [IL95] have proposed the idea to treat any resource (meaning
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document or any other data structure stored by a Web-server) as an object with its own methods.
To provide access to these objects also other protocols, such as the RPC-protocol, need to be
supported by the server and the standard Web-server has to be replaced by a Web-Object -server.
In our approach no extra protocols are required.

[RU91] J. Rumbaugh, M. Blaha, W. Premerlani, F. Eddy, W. Lorensen, Object-Oriented Modeling and
Design, Prentice-Hall, Inc. 1991.
.
[SW94] M.F. Schwartz, C.M. Bowman, P.B. Danzig, D.R. Hardy, U. Manber, The Harvest lnformatwn
Discovery and Access System, Second WWW Conference, Chicago, 1994.
(http://www.ncsa.uiuc.edu/SDGIIT94/Proceedings/Searching/schwartz. harvest/
schwartz.harvest.html )
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